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Chapter 1 : How to Plan an Amazing Race Party For Kids | Our Everyday Life
Amazing Race Editable Invitations We have three different styles of invitations to help set the tone for your Amazing
Race event! Choose from! black, white, and gray.

How to Plan an Amazing Race Party! Be sure to state on the invitation that the kids will be in cars riding
around town with adults so the parents will be clear that their kids will not be staying in one location for the
party. Once everyone arrives, let the kids draw to see which team they will be on and announce the rules. We
try to leave the game to the kids, reminding the adult drivers that they are there as drivers and chaperones to
make sure the kids are safe. The kids are the ones who are supposed to be figuring out the clues, performing
the challenges, and directing the drivers to each location. And each party will be different and unique to your
own city. Get the signature of a policeman or fireman and take of picture of him or her with the team. Go to a
specific candy store and buy exactly. Be sure to bring the candy and the receipt to the finish line. Go to a
specific landmark and take a picture of the team. You may create a puzzle for them to figure out which
landmark. Go to a specified cemetery and have them search for a certain name and tell how old the person was
when they died. Racers must be quiet and respectful while in the cemetery or will incur a penalty 6. Go to a
named park and take a pic of the team going down the slide together. Go through a certain drive-thru, tell them
you are with the Amazing Race, and ask for the next clue. Race coordinators will have to plan accordingly
ahead of time. Go to a specified Chinese restaurant and ask for an Amazing Race fortune cookie. I did this for
one race and bought fortune cookies from the grocery store, removed the original fortunes with tweezers, then
slipped the clues in, repackaged them, and left them with the restaurant for the kids to pick up! Go through any
fast food restaurant and convince the worker to give you an empty cup with their signature. Head to a specific
library, find a certain book and solve the puzzle to find the next location. Racers incur a 5 minute penalty if
called down by a librarian. Will require planning ahead to create a puzzle. Also, be sure to choose a book with
several copies on the shelf in case it is to get checked out before the race. Search a specified location for a clue
envelope which contains letters to unscramble next location. Go to a certain location and draw a specific
object on the sidewalk with chalk provided inside the clue envelope. Take a picture of the team with the
drawing. Head to a specific monument or wall where there may be many names. Have the team search for the
first name of the birthday girl or boy and make a pencil rubbing of it on the clue sheet. Go to the local bowling
lanes where the team will have to choose one team member to bowl until they bowl a strike. If another team
arrives at the same time, they must take turns. Arrange this with the bowling lanes ahead of time. You can rent
that lane for an allotted amount of time to keep it open for the racers. Head to a paint store and find a certain
paint color. Hand the paint chip to the employee to receive the next clue. Go to a specific frozen yogurt or ice
cream shop. One team member must be blindfolded and do a taste test conducted by the employee. When they
have guessed the correct flavor, they get the next clue. Search around an iconic landmark for a clue. Drive to a
donut shop, buy a half dozen donuts. Must give away the donuts to 6 different complete strangers before
receiving next clue. Provide the money in the clue envelope to buy the donuts. Hide the clues in Easter eggs in
a specific yard for the racers to find. Include empty eggs for more of a challenge Send the racers to a specific
location where they are required to sing a certain song before receiving the next clue. For our parties, the
finish line has always been back on our front porch where someone is always waiting at the house. After the
race, we eat, hand out awards, and let the kids hang out. I hope this helps get you started on planning your
party!
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Chapter 2 : How to Make Amazing Race Birthday Invitations | Our Everyday Life
Fantastic ideas for hosting an Amazing Race birthday party at home! This post includes free printable amazing race
party invitations, game clues, and thank you notes! This post includes fantastic ideas for hosting an Amazing Race
birthday party at home!

Post may contain affiliate links share it Have you ever seen crafters who are bigger fans of The Amazing Race
than we are? We loved hosting our own Amazing Race party and then later we put on an Amazing Race party
just for kids. Keep reading below for more details about what is included in each set. Email us at chicaandjo
chicaandjo. You are purchasing digital files for you to print. Nothing will be mailed to you. All printables are
designed to be printed onto standard 8. Most do best on white cardstock , but labels and stickers work best
printed on full-sheet sticker paper. Keep reading to see! These cards are designed to fit into a standard 10 size
business envelope. Or these ready-to-use Amazing Race tear-strip envelopes. Set 1 â€” Clue Card Kit â€”
includes: Just print the blank cards, then write your clues on by hand. Ten 10 example Road Block tasks â€”
Get started with our example Road Blocks, including task setup, clue text, and easy adaptation ideas for each
one. Ten 10 example Detour tasks â€” Get started with our example Detours, including task setup, clue text,
and easy adaptation ideas for each one. Make your clues look great without the work with ready-to-use
tear-strip envelopes, available for purchase here. Set 2 â€” Classic Game Elements â€” includes: Print, fold,
and place your clues inside, then tuck into an envelope for a truly authentic experience. Fits standard 10 size
business envelope, such as these ready-to-use Amazing Race tear-strip envelopes. Full-color, yellow and black
clue envelope printable â€” Print this onto white envelopes to make authentic clue envelopes. Or print on
sticker paper that you can then add to your own tear-strip envelopes for a delightful addition to the race.
Black-and-white clue envelope printable â€” Print this version directly onto your own yellow envelopes to add
that authentic stripe! Route marker flags â€” Featuring the signature race colors of red and yellow, these are
perfect for marking clue boxes or special locations for your racers. Arrow signs â€” Let your racers know
which way to go with these coordinating, red and yellow arrows. U-Turn signs â€” Throw a curveball to your
racers by giving them the chance to U-Turn another team! This sign, along with your team photos, makes it
easy. Express Pass cards â€” Reward the winners of your first leg with an Express Pass they can use later in
the race, to skip ahead! Just print these onto white cardstock and use as desired. Make your Amazing Race
party an event to remember with our collection of printables. Set 3 â€” Deluxe Party Pack â€” includes:
Ready-to-print PDF party invitation â€” Includes inner clue card with areas for you to write party info by
hand, and an outer folder emblazoned with a world map. Just print, cut, and write on them by hand. Water
bottle labels â€” Print, cut, and wrap around your water bottles. Includes a secret tip for protecting your labels
from water and condensation, using a simple household item! Party banner pennants â€” Includes letters A-Z,
numbers , blank, -,! Also includes four graphic pennants featuring the route marker flag, the world map, the
gnome, and the black TAR stripe. Or print onto sheets of sticker paper and cut out to make stickers for
decorating anything! Includes three designs â€” gnome, map, and TAR stripe. Gnome cake pop toppers â€”
Create the cutest cake pops ever by adding our little gnome toppers! Includes instructions for making cake
pops and adding the toppers. Favor boxes â€” Package snacks or small party favors in our adorable favor
boxes. Just print, cut, and fold to assemble. Or staple them to the top of a plastic or paper bag for an adorable
bag tag! Comes in two designs â€” gnome and map. Popcorn boxes â€” Serve popcorn, chips, fries, or other
snacks in these sweet boxes. Straw flags â€” Add some flair to your drinks with fun straw flags. Two designs
include the TAR stripe and red-and-yellow route marker. You are purchasing digital items which will will be
available for you to download after purchase is complete. Files can be downloaded from the screen or via a
link in an email you will receive after purchase. These files must be downloaded within one month, and may
be downloaded a maximum of 3 times. Set 2 consists of one PDF file. You may print these files as needed to
create your own clues, signs, and labels. No papers, printouts, or other items will be mailed to you as part of
this purchase. By purchasing these digital items, you agree that they are for your personal use only, and you
are prohibited from sharing, distributing, or selling either the files or products made with the printables in
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Chapter 3 : Amazing Race Party Ideas | LoveToKnow
Fridays we like to give away free printables to use at your next party. This week's freebie is an editable Amazing Race
Party Invitation. Click to download pdf and enjoy!

Family Games for Picnics The most obvious of the Amazing Race party ideas is a classic scavenger hunt,
perhaps with a few extra bells and whistles thrown in. As with the show, you can require that the teams not
only fetch something, but have to engage in some sort of activity. Keep it simple so that the emphasis is on
fun, not work. Problems With Scavenger Hunts One problem with a scavenger hunt is logistics - a lot of
parents have to be willing to help get the teams around either in cars, buses or taxis. It can be fun for the kids
but pretty tough on the parents, and the costs can add up as well. Competition is also a concern. With kids
under pressure to compete so much in school, parents might prefer it if at a party, they could just relax and
have fun. There are, however, some ways around this and one is to not have the prize be anything overly
special. This way, no one feels bad if they lose, especially the birthday boy or girl. But there are ways to have
your Amazing Race party and eat your cake too. Keeping It Simple For younger kids, you can pare down your
Amazing Race party ideas to a simple afternoon event in a park or even a decent-sized backyard. You can
designate different areas as locations around world, using pictures or props. Egypt, Paris, London, and
Australia can all be easily represented. Teams can still race from place to place and engage in an activity, but
everyone stays in the same general area, requiring less parents on "staff" and keeping things lively. Older kids
will want a longer party, but you may not have the wherewithal for a big race. One option in that case is to
break up the activities with some things that can be done with the whole group sitting at a table. In fact, you
can have all the guests do "pre-production" for the show by setting up arts and crafts and letting them draw or
otherwise create what will represent each country they visit. In a big park, you can reserve some game areas
and have an Amazing Race party where the teams go from spot to spot and engage in an activity. This can be
as simple as shooting a few baskets or playing two-on-two volleyball. You can also set up classic games like
ring tossing. If the party is for educational purposes, you can liven things up using the theme of The Amazing
Race maybe combined with Dora the Explorer by having teams go from place to place and learn something
about each one. At the end, have a timed quiz to see who learned the most. It can be a stealthy way of teaching
geography while everyone has a great time. No matter what scavenger hunt options you choose, an Amazing
Race party theme is sure to keep guests engaged and entertained. Was this page useful?
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Chapter 4 : simply brookes:: amazing race birthday party--brookes version
For when the kids are a bit older. Fantastic ideas for hosting an Amazing Race birthday party at home! This post
includes free printable amazing race party invitations, amazing race game clues, and amazing race thank you notes!

Our kids have low key parties every year. The grandparents come over, they have cake, they go home. No
frills- no fuss. But this year was a little different. Sadie asked if she could have an Amazing Race themed
birthday party with her friends. Sadie wrote and erased this sign at least 10 times before it was just like she
wanted it! On the day of the party, excitement was high in our house! Since the kids are all 9 and under, we
kept the area small no traveling in cars or going out of sight in our neighborhood. Kamron took the kids to the
end of the cul-de-sac, gave them the rules and then told them to take off running to find their first clue on our
front porch. GranMary was there to pass out the first clue- which told teams to grab a golf ball and walk the
length of the driveway with the ball on a spoon without it falling off. I found a website that has a
downloadable clue template with made the race clues seem so professional! This task proved to be way too
easy for the age of the kids. If we ever do this again, I would change this task to make them carry the spoons
in their mouths to add some challenge! Kamron played the role of a hardcore judge! He showed those kids no
mercy! It took at least 4 or 5 tries for each team to get the poem right. It was so fun seeing them run back and
forth between the houses trying to see which team would get the poem right first! Reciting the poem for the
judge. Once the team memorized their poem and recited it correctly, they were given their next clue. However,
all the kids were hard core and swallowed down those peppers! And now I have enough cream to last me a
lifetime! Immediately afterwords, I think they regretted the decision to eat peppers! The world is full of
difficult choices, no? After they successfully ate the peppers and chugged a lot of water! The object of the task
was to pick up one cup and eat the contents. When you found a cup with a smiley on the bottom, you could
receive your next clue. In retrospect, I would add a few more marked cups. The kids had to eat WAY too
many cups to find the marked ones. They loved this challenge, though! Each girl at the party then had to write
encouraging, kind words to each other party goer. I loved watching the girls effortlessly write sweet things to
each other- and themselves. Yes, I made each girl write things that she liked about herself on her own paper.
Self esteem building, people.
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Chapter 5 : Amazing Race 12yr - Neighborhood Race
Amazing Race Birthday Party - This Amazing Race Party is designed for pre-teens or teens. Party ideas include
invitations, challenges, food and favors that can be adapted to your location. Reply.

Luckily my aunty recently got pregnant and was on maternity leave so she and her husband offered to plan it. I
invited 18 people including myself to participate in the race. There were 3 teams; the red my team blue and
green. There were 6 people in each. We also had 3 chaperones as we were racing around my suburb and the
neighboring suburb. My invitations were in a medium sized envelope to each person. In the package it
included a Where Is map of my house and their party invitation. I had already organized who was in which
team so I gave the guest red blue or green invitation depending what team they were in. You have been
selected out of billions of people to attend my name Amazing 13th Birthday Celebratory Race. Be prepared to
race against the clock plus the other teams around Waverley. Please be at the marshaling area my house at 1:
Pizza and cake will be served after the race before the party ends at 6: Finally the day came. Once everyone
was there I had a poster saying the "Amazing Disgrace" and everyone signed their names and birthday wishes
which is now framed on my wall. We had a debriefing; we got told that with the major tasks we were getting
filmed and that the team with the most points will win. So the point score started. Before we left for points
everyone not including me had to complete a quiz about how well they knew me. Then we were let outside
with five minute intervals between each team. Everyone was going to the same places except the teams all had
a different order. From my house my team ran down the hill to the train station. Between that there were all
these small questions we had to answer that would earn us points. My uncle had this package that only the
chaperones were allowed to look at. It included clues train tickets money and maps of the area. At the train
station there was a yellow and black box. This was our first major task. So everyone including the
non-Richmond supporters had to dress up in Richmond supporter gear and sing the team song. Then we went
on the train into the next suburb. We did some small questions and then reached our second major task. We
were out the front of the library. My team were given wigs and my grandfather played the music. For points
we had to do the craziest air guitar dance! After some MORE small questions we went into the cinema foyer
and there awaited our next major task. One person in my team had to pretend to be a celebrity while another
person in the team had to be the interviewer. Then we went into the shopping centre in which our last task was
situated. There we had to all sing the song "Hot Potato" whilst getting filmed. After watching the videos we
got to vote on people who could win prizes for example the most outlandish the 2nd most outlandish the 3rd
most outlandish the biggest chicken Nandos the biggest Wiggle Hot Potato the best celebrity Celebrity being
interviewed and the hottest air guitarist Air Guitar. The winners of each section won prizes. After that we had
pizza for dinner and my Birthday cake which my cousin made that was in the shape of a treasure chest. Then
everyone went home. I really enjoyed this "Amazing Disgrace" party and I hope that me sharing this with you
will help you plan your next party! I am now 15 and my friends are demanding another party like my 13th so
my aunty has agreed upon throwing an "Amazing Disgrace Part 2" for my sweet 16th!
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Chapter 6 : Paper Perfection: Free "Amazing Race" Birthday Party Invitation
Amazing Race Birthday Party. Posted on October 26, We had an Amazing Race party at our house for my son's 11th
birthday. I got the idea when I did a google search for "ideas for 11 year old birthday".

Tweet Like Plus Pin It Share Birthday parties can see the best of us either running for cover or desperately
seeking new and innovative ideas for achieving the perfect birthday party. And when it comes to teenagers,
things become even more desperate! Smartphone Invitations From Etsy Now this is a fabulous idea for your
teen or tweens birthday party. The idea is that you design your own birthday invitations or purchase the
ready-made design by submitting your information using the Etsy link above. Include the type of event, name,
date, time, address of event, and RSVP information, and your custom invitations will be created for you. All
the instructions are clearly explained online: Many parents will be eager to know just how to achieve keeping
9 teenagers happy at such a budget cost. And the best part: Definitely worth checking out! Surf Theme By
Pizzazzerie This fabulous birthday party was for a 7-year-old boy who simply loves surfing, but really, this
theme could be used for any boy or girl of any age who loves the sun and surf. This party atmosphere really
does look spectacular â€” the colors are amazing, and have a look at the Shark Punch! The idea itself, the food
presented here, and the bold use of colors is really quite amazing. These cool invitations can be emailed, or
printed and mailed. The online instructions are very clear and easy to understand. You must admit that this is a
pretty spectacular party idea. And what about the food! If your birthday teen gets a thrill out of being spooked,
then this Vintage Zombie Theme Party might just do the trick! These kids certainly had a great time -you can
follow the party photos online. Another thing we really loved about this article and its comments involved the
etiquette in sending out party invitations â€” who to invite, how many to invite, and so on. Your birthday teen
and their lucky guests will feel very special at this fun and colorful party. Who can resist a birthday party with
a Scavenger Hunt? Just check out the photos. Check out the fabulous backdrops, garlands, banners and the
fringe: There are certainly some very creative people out there, and we appreciate their generosity in sharing
their fabulous ideas with the rest of us. She has a passion for art, craft, design, fashion and photography. She
loves to explore the joys and challenges of family life, relationships, motherhood and pet ownership.
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Chapter 7 : Party Time Mysteries: Friday Freebie: Amazing Race Party Invitation
Theme parties are definitely one of my favorite things to plan and post about here on the blog! I recently told you about
Lily's Amazing Race Party, which you can read all about here in case you missed it.

Drinks Party Recap I was searching the internet for great kid birthday ideas and came across one that was the
tv show Amazing Race. I knew JJ our son loved this show and thought it would be a lot of fun. I love a good
scavenger hunt and that is exactly what the Amazing Race is only on a much larger scale. Here is what we did
and hopefully it helps you if you want to do this kind of party. I searched the images on google and found the
yellow envelope logo. I simply saved it in my pictures and from their I sent it to my printer. I had it printed on
sticker paper 6 in x 8 in. If you need to be a little more cost effective you can always print it on regular paper
and glue the labels on. I found the awesome card templates on http: The site is very user friendly and they also
had other great ideas. Again, I had these printed on a thinner card-stock. I organized each envelope in a
number order. I labeled the outside of the envelope but also the inside corner. I would match the number with
the paper I was putting in. That way there was a check and balance system so no one got the wrong clue. I
printed up a guide for me as well. Which Leg had what and what I needed to do on that leg. This really helped
me to stay on top of it while the party was in progress. There were 4 legs on our race and 7 clues. It really was
so much fun to do. We also had fun making the water bottles with labels. It just made everything feel so
official. I know, The detail was more for me but it was fun. This has to be the most handmade, cheesiest part
but last minute decided we needed tags for the cars. So I made the darling rear view mirror hangers. Got to
love it: I put up route markers so the kids would know they were in the right place or on the right path. I really
wanted the kids to do most of the work on their own without help from their drivers. My favorite part was that
we had a neighbor that; had done this for a youth group in our area. They made tan awesome clue box and pit
stop mat. I was excited that they let me borrow these. Before I forget if you are doing this for kids you will
need drivers for them. We had our wonderful grandparents and uncles, and brothers lady love help us out. This
was a life saver. You will need someone. Or keep it more localized. Have fun doing this one.
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Chapter 8 : Birthday "Amazing Race" | Catch My Party
Make your Amazing Race party an event to remember with our collection of printables. Set #3 - Deluxe Party Pack includes: Ready-to-print (PDF) party invitation â€” Includes inner clue card with areas for you to write party info by hand,
and an outer folder emblazoned with a world map.

I have been collecting a few great party ideas that can be used to create an incredible and fun Amazing Race
Party. A fun party for the teen or tweens! Amazing Race Party Set-up As guest arrive snap a Polaroid picture
and get them started on their journey with a passport. This is fun for each kid to have stamped as they journey
threw each leg of the race. I love the idea of each guest having their own tote bag filled with tools and items
for different challenges they must complete during the race. This inspiration comes from A. There are many
more photos and details to see â€” here. I featured this Around the world party from Happy Hour Mom here. I
loved the post card centerpiece and the globe beach ball. Party Style decorated the room with flags from
different countries, a runway tablescape and had an amazing cake! This intercontinental adventure starts at the
passport center. The kids travel the globe doing activities from each country with their suitcase in hand. They
sample international foods and on an over-sized map they match flags with countries. Amazing Race Party
Games! Chase Games has created a couple of games in the Amazing Race style. The Amazing Chase is a
complete set of downloadable plans for parents who want to put on the event their kids will be talking about
for weeks! Purchase as many legs as you want leaving you with more time to concentrate on other aspects of
the party. Peppers and Pollywogs has some tips on how to approach an Amazing Race birthday party and
make it a bit more do-able. Here are some other things you will need to give advance consideration for this
party: Chase Games also has a Mall Photo Chase party plan. The Mall Photo Chase is a start-to-finish plan for
running the best mall scavenger hunt ever! There is no additional expense because all they are hunting for is
digital pictures. The event is run with three rounds, each with separate lists of items or situations for capture
on camera. With each successive round, the items or situations to be photographed get trickier and trickier!
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Chapter 9 : Amazing Race party ideas | Chica and Jo
The Amazing Race Party Printables pack includes the following printable items: Invitations - Choose from 2 designs fully editable for your party details. Badges Editable20 colors to choose from, or use them all!

We had so much fun creating props for this event. From clues to signs to envelopes, our full collection of
Amazing Race digital printables has it all! First up â€” the clues and envelopes. I think the most recognizable
element of The Amazing Race that you can bring into your own race is the envelopes. Check our our full post
about Amazing Race tear-strip envelopes for more pictures or to purchase some. That brings us to the second
most important part of the Amazing Race â€” the clues! Our TAR printables collection also includes a
customizable template that you can edit to enter your own clues. These clue cards work look so great in the
envelopes! Print your completed clues out on white cardstock and cut them out with scissors or a paper
trimmer. Once your clues are complete, you can put them into a clue box that you can make with our Amazing
Race clue box tutorial. If you want to get really serious with your flags, pit stop map, and coordinating
clothing, be sure to check out our Amazing Race merchandise on Cafepress. This is a great way to get large
items that are too had to print at home! Jo also made some custom buttons for the racers to wear, so that
spectators could see that they were on an Amazing Race. These buttons were super easy to create with button
blanks and yet another customizable template from our collection. She also decided that the race teams needed
some way to identify themselves, so she picked up some inexpensive, brightly-colored hats that the teams
could wear. T-shirts or bandannas in bright colors would also be a great way to identify the teams. The prizes
for our race were Visa gift cards, which were sure to please the members of the winning team, no matter how
young or old they were. Here are some of the team members counting post office boxes at the Sanibel US Post
Office, which was one of the Road Block tasks in our race. Everyone did surprisingly well with the counting
and only one team had to count twice. One of the other tasks in the race had the teams assemble some
provided pieces of felt into a design that was shown on a photo. We did this task at Three Crafty Ladies , our
favorite craft store on the island. They were pleased as punch to let us work on their table in the store. The
final leg of the race finished up with a task that required one team member to drink a milkshake from
Cheeburger, Cheeburger as quickly as possible. Little Jo ended up doing this task for her team, and loved
every minute of it, as you can clearly see! If you have an Amazing Race party and have any clue ideas to
share, please tell us about it in the comments. Visit our whole collection of The Amazing Race party ideas to
make your event as authentic as you can. Amazing Race digital printables â€” A complete set of digital files
including clue cards, envelopes, signs, and more Amazing Race party for kids â€” Sample clues for a quick
and easy outdoor race geared for kids Amazing Race tear-strip envelopes â€” Start each leg off right with that
authentic rip! Make an Amazing Race clue box â€” A great way to present clues for your racers. Make an
Amazing Race Pit Stop mat and fanny packs â€” Learn how to customize packs for race gear and a paint mat
for racers to jump on when they check in. To make your final pit stop more authentic, why not decorate it with
a Travelocity Gnome and some international flags? You might also want to hand out Amazing Race T-shirts
to the winners!
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